WARTEGG TEST

Name: ____________________________ Date __________________

Function: _______________________ Age: _____ Sex: F  M  Place of Birth: _______________________

Below are 8 squares with different lines or points that are to be integrated into any idea you may have. This is not a drawing test; therefore artistic talent does not count at all. You do not have to start in square “A” and finish in square “H”. You may start in the square of your choice and identify the square as #1; in the second square, indicate #2 and so on until you have completed all 8 squares. **It is important to draw spontaneously and not artistically.** Use a pencil. The use of a **ruler or eraser is forbidden.**

Next to each letter below, briefly describe your drawing in that square. In the right-hand column, write the sequence number that you drew in (ex: if your first drawing was done in “F”, briefly describe your drawing next to “F”, in the right-hand column of “F”, write #1 since that is the first square you drew something in. If your second drawing was done in “H”, briefly describe your drawing next to “H” and in the right-hand column of “H”, write #2, and so on).